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Abstract

This article reports on the state of prosopo-

graphical research on Portuguese university-edu-

cated (»learned«) jurists, which is particularly 
advanced due to the specific Portuguese source 

situation. A number of substantial studies have 

employed digital tools to analyse and visualise 

the social backgrounds and career patterns of law 

students, jurists serving as royal magistrates, and 

high court judges from the 17th to the 19th cen-

turies. A current project on the authors of legal 

doctrinal works reveals the thematic preoccupa-

tions of Portuguese jurists over the period studied. 
Beyond their immediate thematic foci and meth-

odological advances, these studies also make sub-

stantial contributions to our understanding of the 

actual practices of government, including the rela-

tionship between Portugal’s overseas territories 

and the metropole.

Keywords: Prosopography, digital humanities, 
early modern Portugal, University of Coimbra, 

royal judges
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1 The »prosopographical project«

Prosopographical studies of Portuguese early 

modern jurists have made remarkable progress in 

the last two decades.

At the start of this increased attention being 

paid to legal scholars’ biographies was the percep-

tion of their importance for what, very simplisti-
cally, has been called the European ius commune. 

From the beginning of the second millennium 

onwards, this complex of norms was created and 

disseminated by university-educated lawyers. This 

learned law was not the only, or even the most 

pervasive, of European legal orders at the time, 

since the social domain of its validity corresponded 

to a communicative sphere shared by only a few 
thousand specialists all over Western Europe.1 Nor 

was there much overlap between this social elite, 

distinct because of its legal culture, and the Euro-

pean political and social elites. As prosopograph-

ical studies show, many jurists came from non-

noble social backgrounds. However, they typically 

came to occupy positions as counsellors of secular 

or ecclesiastical leaders at a relatively young age, 

thereby gaining decisive power to shape political 
power and its practice. The jurists’ self-sufficiency 

was further reinforced by a strong corporative 

spirit, to which their networks contributed greatly. 

These networks effectively spanned the political 

spaces of kingdoms, principalities, seigneuries and 

cities, and bridged the divide between civil and 

ecclesiastical power.2

In the early 1990s, I presented a first methodo-
logical outline of how the prosopographical meth-

od might be applied to this elite.3 These ideas were 

the product of joint reflections with Johannes-

Michael Scholz, who had developed a prosopo-

graphical project on the Spanish jurists of the 

19th century at the Max Planck Institute for Euro-

pean Legal History in the 1980s. Also in the 1980s, 

Filippo Ranieri launched an important quantita-

tive study, with computer support, of the literary 

production of early modern jurists in various Euro-

pean states,4 which led him to reflect on the 
methodologies of this group’s historiographical 

analysis.5

This is what led to the development of the 

project Storia Iurisprudentiae Lusitaniae Antiquae

(S.I.L.A.), a database of early modern Portuguese 

jurists that allows us to look beyond the biogra-

phies of a few well-known individuals and to trace 

a picture of the whole body and of its members’ 
doctrinal production. This project was initially un-

dertaken in cooperation with undergraduate stu-

dents of the Department of History of the Facul-

dade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas of the Uni-

versidade Nova de Lisboa, some of whom went on 

to research in this field during their postgraduate 

and doctoral studies.6 Therefore, one can fairly say 

that the current state of the prosopographical study 

of jurists in Portugal was born from this collective 
enterprise of the late 1980s and early 1990s.

2 The prosopographical work of Joana

Estorninho, Nuno Camarinhas and

José Subtil

Two young researchers who had participated in 
the S.I.L.A. project, Joana Estorninho de Almeida 

and Nuno Camarinhas, pursued lines of research 

related to the world of the letrados, the »lettered« 

* To our great sadness, António Manuel 
Hespanha passed away during the 
process of preparing the manuscript 
for publication. The text was thus 
finalised by the editorial team.

1 On these methodological assump-
tions, see Hespanha (2018) 332–56.

2 Fayard (1979); Pelorso (1980); 
Volpini (2004).

3 Published as Hespanha (with Ângela 
Barreto Xavier and Carla Araújo) 
(1992). The paper was originally pre-
sented at the conference L’État mo-
derne et les élites: apports et limites de la 
méthode prosopographique (Centre de 
Recherches Historiques et Juridiques, 
Université Paris I, October 1991).

4 Ranieri (1982) 293–322.

5 Ranieri (1985) 83–105.
6 At the Instituto de Ciências Sociais, 

Universidade de Lisboa, I directed the 
first phases of the research project 
Optima Pars, which is devoted to the 
study of early modern social elites.
In this project, the prosopography
of jurists remains a key area of re-
search.
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or »learned« (that is, university-educated) jurists, in 

their later studies.

Joana Estorninho dedicated her master’s thesis 

to the community of students of canon and civil 

law (canonistas and legistas, respectively) at the Uni-
versity of Coimbra in the 17th century, using the 

university archive to explore their enrolment and 

processing the data with the methods of quan-

titative history.7 The university of Coimbra’s facul-

ties of canon and of civil law were at the time the 

only place in Portugal where one could study law. 

While Estorninho looked at the law students’ entry 

into the university, Nuno Camarinhas, on the other 

hand, examined – in both his master’s and PhD 
dissertations – the Coimbra graduates who took 

the entrance exam for a career as a royal learned 

judge (the so-called leituras de bacharéis, literally 

»bachelors’ lectures«). In his doctoral dissertation,8

he offered a very broad study of the careers of royal 

magistrates during the 17th and 18th centuries. In 

what constitutes one of the few comprehensive 

studies of the royal magistracy of any early modern 
European monarchy, he identified career models 

and patterns on the basis of the prosopographical 

study of this community of letrados. José Subtil, 

another researcher who had participated in the 

S.I.L.A. and Optima Pars projects (the latter a gene-

ral study of the Portuguese early modern social 

elites) developed a dictionary of the high court jud-

ges (desembargadores) of the metropolitan and over-

seas supreme courts between 1640 and 1834, thus 
covering the last two centuries of the Portuguese 

monarchy and the first decade of the liberal re-

gime.9 In subsequent works, he also dealt with the 

crown-appointed judges in courts of first instance 

(juízes de fora) in the kingdom of Portugal and in 

ultramar, the Portuguese overseas dominions.10

In addition to his prosopographical work on the 

royal magistrates, Nuno Camarinhas also edited an 
important set of manuscripts in the Biblioteca 

Nacional de Lisboa (originally from the library of 

a Benedictine abbey of Alcobaça) that contains a 

huge collection of biographical data on royal 

magistrates who served in lugares de letras (posi-

tions for university-educated lawyers). This Memo-

rial de Ministros was the work of two Benedictine 

monks of Alcobaça Abbey in the second half of the 

18th century.11 In addition to making this monu-

mental repository of information on royal judges 

of the »corporate monarchy« available to the pub-
lic, Camarinhas systematized, indexed, and above 

all verified the data.

Taken together, these studies cover a large part 

of the early modern community of Portuguese 

learned jurists. They also include law students 

who, even without completing their training, play-

ed an important role in the dissemination and 

mediation of learned law, acting as clerks, prose-

cutors and justice officers in royal, seigneurial, 
municipal and ecclesiastical justice. Less is known 

about the jurists serving the Church or in private 

households, or about lawyers practicing at the bar.

Thus, the prosopographical studies that have 

already been (or are currently being) done repre-

sent a significant mass of individuals, although 

there is some overlap between subgroups covered 

by the different studies (see Table 1 and Figure 1).

7 Estorninho de Almeida (2004).
A useful summary of one aspect of
her study is available in English; see 
Estorninho de Almeida (2007).

8 Camarinhas (2007a), published in 
Portuguese in 2010 (Camarinhas

[2010a]) and in French in 2012 
(Camarinhas [2012]). For an English 
summary of some of his findings re-
lating to a sample of judges from the 
first decade of the 18th century, see 
Camarinhas (2007b).

9 Subtil (2010a).
10 Subtil (2017).
11 Camarinhas (2017).

Subgroups Number of 
individuals

Data in

Law students (both faculties) at 
Coimbra, 1553–1771* 

280129 Estorninho

Students of law matriculated 
in the fi rst-year course (Instituta), 
1600–1650

967 Estorninho

Sample of students of law 
(1600–1650)

240 Estorninho

University-educated jurists 
(letrados) until the end of the 
18th century

 6684 Camarinhas

Letrados active as royal judges 
(1620–1800)

4513 Camarinhas

Bachelors of law not active in 
courts (1610–1827)

1597 Camarinhas

Desembargadores (high court 
judges) (1640–1820)

1763 Subtil

Authors of doctrinal legal 
writings

1331 S.I.L.A.

* No study has yet attempted to cover the group as a whole.

Table 1: Numerical sizes of subgroups studied.
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3 The world of the law students

Joana Estorninho’s book A Forja dos Homens. 

Estudos Jurídicos e Lugares de Poder no Séc. XVII (»The 

forge of men. Legal studies and places of power 

in the 17th century«),12 opens with a description of 

the current state of research on the sociology of 

early modern European universities. It briefly de-
scribes the results of the work of Lawrence Stone,13

Roger Chartier and Jacques Revel,14 as well as 

Willem Frijthoff’s research,15 on the significant 

increase in university enrolment by the middle of 

the 16th century, its stabilization and eventual de-

cline one hundred years later. These scholars con-

sidered the growth in university enrolment to have 

been a consequence of the increasing demand for 

university-educated personnel – especially jurists – 

to fill the posts created by the growing bureaucratic 

structures of royal administrations and the Protes-

tant and Catholic Churches. After these vacancies 

had been filled, the market for lawyers became 

saturated, despite other employment opportunities 

opening up for them in private households, which 

followed the examples of other royal governments 

and Churches, or at lower levels of administrative 
hierarchies. The latter were increasingly occupied 

by jurists who were less qualified, lacked a power-

ful patron or had not completed their legal studies.

Estorninho’s aims were, first, to compare the 

data on the Portuguese students of canon or civil 

law with that on those from other Western Euro-

pean countries regarding the so-called »education-

al revolution« and, second, to study the students’ 

origins and their professional careers after attend-

12 Estorninho de Almeida (2004).
13 Stone (1964).

14 Chartier / Revel (1978); Julia /
Revel (1986).

15 Julia / Revel (1986).

Law students (1553-1771)

Sample of law students
(1600-1650)

Graduates in law
(1530-1820)

Letrados ac�ve in courts
(lugares de letras)

Desembargadores
(1640-1820)

Authors
(16��-18�� centuries)

Bachelors in law
(not ac�ve in courts)

Law students (1600-1650)

Figure 1: Relationships between the subgroups studied.
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ing university. Her study examines a sample of 

240 students enrolled in the propaedeutic course 

of Instituta during the first half of the 17th century 

(1600–1651). Estorninho concludes that, in terms 

of the changing levels of matriculations over the 
course of the 16th and 17th centuries, Portugal 

followed the most common features of university 

attendance in Southern Europe, both in terms of 

the increase and decline of enrolments in general, 

and in the overwhelming proportion of students 

attending faculties of law (80%). Also common 

across Europe was a clear prevalence of students 

studying canon law over those studying civil law 

(80% and 20%, respectively) (42ff.).
According to the university statutes of both 

1559 and 1591,16 the faculty of canon law (Cano-

nes) at Coimbra consisted of seven cathedrae. Five 

of these were »major« chairs, to which professors 

were appointed for life: two of Decretais (Prima and 

Vésperas), Decreto (Terça), Sexto (Noa) and Clementi-

nas. Appointments to the two »minor« chairs (or 

catedrilhas) of Decretals were made for four years.
The faculty of civil law (Leis) also consisted of 

seven cathedrae. The five major ones were Digesto 

esforçado or Infortiatum (Prima), Digesto Novo (Vés-

peras), Digesto Velho (Terça), Volumen ([Parvum] i. e., 

on the Justinianic Code’s last three books), and 

Código, and the two catedrilhas were of Instituta.

There was a hierarchy of cathedrae, based on 

their prestige (and salary), which gave rise to a kind 

of cursus honorum in the career progression of 
lecturers. In the faculty of Leis, the progression 

was from Instituta to Codigo, on to Volumen, Digesto 

Velho, Vésperas and Prima; in the faculty of Canones

from Instituta to Clementina, Decreto and Vésperas

to Prima.17

The contents of each course were fixed by the 

university council (Conselho de conselheiros), occa-

sionally with input from the students and the 

advice of the lecturer.18 The rector regularly visited 

classes unannounced in order to supervise the lec-
turers’ fulfilment of their duties.

In general, not all titles of the texts being taught 

were explained in the classroom. Instead, the lec-

turer selected some for in-depth exegesis that serv-

ed as examples of what jurists would have to do in 

their practice.19 The exception was the course of 

Instituta, in which the brevity and introductory 

nature of the Justinianic Institutes both enabled 

and necessitated the discussion of the whole work. 
Teaching of the Code and the Digest was limited to 

a number of titles selected by the university council 

for each year from the sections on inheritance and 

successions, sales and certain other contracts, mort-

gage and pledge, the law of property and prescrip-

tion. In Digesto Velho, the principal topics were 

procedural matters and private law. In Volumen

(which was optional), the main theme was Roman 
public law, a matter that was considered of minor 

importance and somewhat eccentric.20 Teaching 

had to be oral and in Latin, but some lecturers gave 

the students written versions (such notes, outlines 

or drafts), which survive in Coimbra’s archive by 

the hundreds, with titles such as Sequitur materi-

am …, Ad textum …, and sometimes tractatus.21

In the classes, lecturers explained the texts, 

performed their analysis, quoting older and a few 
modern authorities. The emphasis, however, clear-

ly lay not on the secondary references, but on 

students becoming experts on the original sources 

(bons textuais).22 Ordinary lessons were given by 

catedráticos, those holding chairs. Extraordinary 

16 Estatutos da Universidade de Coim-
bra (1559), Coimbra 1963; Estatutos 
da Universidade de Coimbra confir-
mados por el rey Dom Phelippe pri-
meiro deste nome, nosso Senhor em o 
anno de 1591. Coimbra: Antonio de 
Barreira 1593.

17 In Salamanca, whose faculties of law 
influenced the teaching at Coimbra, 
lecturers were elected by their stu-
dents after the various candidates had 
given a public demonstration of their 
knowledge by discussing a theme 
drawn by lot on the eve of the test. 
From 1623 onwards, professors were 
appointed by the Royal Council, to 

which the candidates’ files were sent 
along with a summary of their public 
lecture and the subsequent discus-
sion. Between 1632 and 1642, the 
electoral system was reinstated. See 
Alonso Romero (2012c) 219. As in 
Coimbra, appointments in the major 
chairs were for life (cátedras perpétuas: 
Prima and Vésperas) with retirement 
after twenty years of lecturing. Ap-
pointments to the catedrilhas were
for four years (ibid., 215).

18 Details of examinations are outlined 
in detail in the university’s statutes,
in this case those of 1591. Estatutos 
1591, II t. XXIV, § 9.

19 In Salamanca, the comprehensive ex-
planation of the Instituta was com-
mon until 1561. From then on, only 
about one third (corresponding to 
subjects like wills, obligations, stipu-
lations and contracts) was taught.
The remaining subjects could be lec-
tured on by candidates for university 
positions; see Alonso Romero
(2012c) 223.

20 Alonso Romero (2012c) 209–225, 
324.

21 Alonso Romero (2012b) 227;
see also Hespanha (2019b).

22 Modo de ler (»way of lecturing«),
Estatutos 1591, III, t. X, 84.
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lessons or additional repetições (public lectures) 

could be given by graduates (licenciados) or holders 

of a bachelor’s degree who had completed eight 

years of courses, under license of the rector. The 

holders of major chairs were supposed to give 
public lectures about the subjects they would teach 

the following year.23 The lecturers of minor chairs 

had to present summaries of the subjects that they 

were teaching, which were then discussed by up to 

three doctors of the faculty.24

In the first year, students from both faculties 

attended the preparatory lectures of Instituta. After 

that, the two faculties’ courses diversified, as can be 

seen in Table 2.
Exam success also involved a technique of in-

dependent learning on which a specialized litera-

ture existed (modo de pasar). This taught the selec-

tion of readings, authors and themes, and con-

tained tips on memorization, reasoning and argu-

mentation that complemented the general educa-

tion of intellectual skills that students had received 

whilst studying the Artes liberales.25

In the fifth year (according to the Statutes of 

1559, the fourth), the students took the first exam, 

the conclusões,26 which was mandatory before ap-

plying for the bachelor’s degree (bacharel) in the 

sixth year. For conclusões, candidates had to present 

certificates of attending the courses of the first five 

years and show that they owned the mandatory 

source texts (Abade Panormitano or Bártolo, depend-

ing on the faculty27). Students then had to argue 

nine conclusions on subjects chosen by the rector, 

which they had to discuss with three classmates. 
There was no final vote.

The bachelor’s degree required the attendance 

of six years of courses, including the one-year 

course of Artes liberales (in Coimbra or Évora) for 

those who had followed it.28 Having proved that 

he fulfilled the requirements, the candidate gave a 

public lecture on a text either from the Decretales

(for canonistas) or from a book of the Corpus Iuris 

Civilis (for legistas).The specific topic was chosen by 
the student himself from among three identified 

by opening the book randomly in three places. 

The lecture lasted one hour, followed by another 

hour and a half of discussion with three classmates 

and three doctors of the faculty, although other 

doctors present could also intervene. Candidates 

were graded AA (approved for the degree) or RR 

(disapproved).29

With the bachelor’s degree, one could practice 

as a lawyer or give classes as an auxiliary or sub-

stitute professor in minor chairs (catedrilhas). The 

student then began a further period of three years 

to prepare for exams for the higher degrees.30

Candidates for a higher degree were supposed to 

23 Followed by a discussion with two 
doctors of the same faculty. Ibid. III, 
t. XV, 87v.

24 Estatutos 1591, III, t. XVI, 88.
25 Beck Varela (2016); Beck Varela

(2018).

26 Estatutos 1591, III, XLIII, 107v.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid. III, t. XLII, 107. The Statutes of 

1559 envisaged only five years (c. 99); 
the division of chairs diverged some-
what because that of Instituta was 

integrated differently in each of the 
courses, which had a different struc-
ture from the very first year.

29 Estatutos 1591, III, 109v.
30 On passantes, see Alonso Romero

(2012c) 231ff.; also Beck Varela

Canones Leis

1st year Instituta Instituta

2nd year Prima and Véspera (Decretales) +
Decretum (Terça) + 
Sextum (Noa) + 
Clementinae + 2 catedrilhas 
(Decretales) 

Prima (Digestum Infortiatum, D.�24.3.3 to D.�38) 
and Véspera
(Digestum Novum) (D.�39 to D.�50) +
Digestum Vetus (D.�1 to D.�24.3.2; Terça) + 
Volumen Parvum (Cod.�10-12) + Codex

3rd year

4th year Prima and Véspera +  
Decretum (Terça) + 
Sextum (Noa) + 
Clementinae

Esforçado (Prima) +
Digestum Novum (Véspera) +
Digestum Vetus (Terça) + Volumen Parvum + 
Codex

5th year

6th year

Table 2: Lecture courses in the faculties of law at the university of Coimbra in the 16th century.
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participate in academic life, listening to and even-

tually discussing public lectures (repetitiones, relec-

tiones). They also had to give a public lecture 

themselves, accumulate knowledge and experience 

and establish a reputation. Repetitiones had a cer-
tain prestige, because they were sometimes printed 

and potentially constituted the starting point of a 

monograph.

In order to use his academic degree outside the 

university, a student had to undergo the formatura, 

although this was not necessary to be a candidate 

(opositor) to chairs in the school.31 The formatura

was introduced by the statutes of 1591. It required 

a total of eight years of courses, two of them after 
gaining the bachelor’s degree: in Canones for 

legistas and in Leis for canonistas. The exam itself 

consisted in a lecture on a subject drawn twenty-

four hours earlier on Decretales (for canonistas) or 

on a text from the Corpus Iuris Civilis drawn by the 

previous year’s bachelors (for legistas). The formal-

ities were the same as for the bachelor’s exam.

However, only those who gained the degree of 
the licenciatura (»licence«) were considered »grad-

uates«.32 The licenciatura required a total of nine 

years of study, three of them after the bachelor’s 

grade: for canonistas, two in Leis and one reading or 

revising the syllabi of the courses; for legistas, two 

in Canones (except Decretum) and one residing in 

the university (except for clergymen or holders of 

benefices) and studying Canones. In addition to an 

examination de vita et moribus, the licenciatura
consisted of three parts: an exam de suficiência

(testing the candidate’s legal knowledge), a public 

lecture, and finally an examination by a commis-

sion behind closed doors (exame privado).

The exame de suficiência consisted of two one-

hour lectures (lições) on a text, randomly selected 

one day earlier, from the Decretales (for canonistas) 

or from the Digestum and Code (for the legistas), 
which were discussed with classmates and doctors 

of the faculty. A year of lecturing could be sub-

stituted for one of the lições.

The public lecture (repetição) was the most 

formal academic act. Candidates chose the text 

on which they lectured themselves. The conclu-

sions or theses to be defended were made public 

and printed in advance, so that they could be 

publicly disputed. The lecture lasted an hour and 

a half, and was subsequently discussed by four 
classmates. Finally, a »clean« version had to be 

submitted to the university archive.33 The whole 

act was punctuated by shawns and trumpets sound-

ing in assigned spots of the city.

The last part of the licenciatura examination was 

the exame privado.34 Candidates had to submit 

certificates having passed the previous parts and 

then held two lectures, the canonistas on the De-

cretales and the Decretum, and the legistas on the 
Digestum vetus and the Code. The lessons were 

discussed by four doctors, two from each faculty. 

The committee voted on a grade (AA or RR) for 

the exam.The degree was awarded in the university 

chapel.

Gaining the doctorate required a ceremony 

rather than an examination.35 The candidate had 

to have the licenciatura, be over 25 years old and 
needed to be sponsored by a nobleman or another 

»honourable« person. The ceremonial was full of 

pomp but did not include any testing of legal 

knowledge or methods. It began with laudes and 

prayers, masses and academic processions. The 

doctorate was a ritual that only a small number 

of graduates underwent due to the expense in-

volved, including taxes, tuition fees, liturgical of-

ferings and the cost of the ceremonies.36

Working on a sample of c. 25% of the students 

enrolled in Instituta between 1600 and 1651, Joana 

Estorninho tried to carry out an ambitious research 

program on the regional and social origins of 

students, the profile of their academic paths and 

their professional careers. The problem she faced 

was the lack of data. The sources that cover the 

whole body of students, the university records, are 
rather laconic about issues like social origin. Fur-

thermore, they naturally do not contain data on 

the students’ post-university careers. Sources that 

could tell something about the latter – such as 

records of the royal archive concerning royal offi-

(2016); Estorninho (2004) 48. In 
Salamanca, the duration of the bach-
elor’s studies was six years before 1522 
and five years after that date. The 
doctorate was prepared in four years, 
and thus in total took nine to ten 
years.

31 Estatutos 1591, III, XIX, 88v and III, 
XLIV, n. 8, 110; Estatutos 1559, c. 102.

32 Estatutos 1591, III, XLV, 110v.
33 Estatutos 1559, c. 103; Estatutos 1591, 

III, XLVI, 110v.
34 Estatutos 1559, c. 104, 292–93; Esta-

tutos 1591, III, XLVII, 111v.

35 Estatutos 1559, c. 105, 293; Estatutos 
1591, III, XLVIII, 113v.

36 Alonso Romero (2012d) 406–407.
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cials – do not exist for a good part of the individ-

uals, namely for those who did not seek or find 

employment in the royal administration. Estornin-

ho managed to fill some of the gaps using the 

records of the investigations (habilitações) for entry 
into the Inquisition. However, ecclesiastical, mu-

nicipal, or even personal archives could not be 

considered within the scope of a feasible study. 

Nevertheless, she was able to illuminate some of 

the proposed themes and reach some conclusions.

First – as Richard Kagan ascertained for Spain37

– about a quarter of those enrolled in Instituta did 

not continue their studies. Even of those who did 

go on, about 60% did not obtain a degree (59ff. 
and chart on page 60). It should be noted that 

Instituta was supposed to provide an introduction 

to legal studies. Although, in practice, professors 

often focused their lectures on a few chapters or 

titles – as critics of the 18th century complained – 

these failed students left the university with basic 

legal knowledge that, together with the studies 

they had done in the preparatory courses of the 
Artes or similar ones, was enough to hold posts at 

the lower levels of the administration of justice or 

of administration in general.

Estorninho’s findings also confirmed the stu-

dents’ preference for the faculty of Canones, per-

haps because it provided access to the market of 

ecclesiastical positions, though it was more de-

manding than Leis. Of the students enrolled in 

one of the two faculties (discounting those who 
only enrolled in Instituta and did not continue 

beyond it), 18% preferred Leis, 74% chose Canones

and 7% graduated in both courses (in utroque iure). 

If we count only the graduates, the difference 

decreases, because proportionally more students 

in Leis than in Canones obtained a degree. Of the 

degrees obtained, almost all (88%) are of the two 

lower levels (bacharelato and formatura). Only 4% 
obtained the doctorate, which was indispensable 

for an academic career or for becoming a bishop.

Another theme of Estorninho’s study is the 

geographical origin of students, since this was 

recorded in the books of immatriculation. Estor-

ninho notes, firstly, the great geographical disper-

sion of the students’ origins, suggestive of a less 

centralized territory. However, if we compare the 

numbers of students from each region with the 

areas’ respective population, we actually find a low 

regional diversity of recruitment.The largest urban 

centres (Lisbon, Porto and Coimbra), cultural 

centres (like Évora) and, generally, the north and 
centre of the kingdom provided proportionately 

higher numbers of students (see maps, 67–71). 

One possible reason for this might have been 

the greater demand for letrados in the centres 

with more sophisticated administrative apparatus 

(73).38

The social background of students is the Holy 

Grail of the social history of universities. However, 

the sources are very frugal in this regard. In 
Portugal, the records of the habilitações to join 

the Inquisition or of the processes of admission 

to serve as a royal judge (leituras de bacharéis) 

provide useful data, but they exist only for rela-

tively few students. In Estorninho’s sample, rele-

vant information is only available for about a 

quarter of the individuals (but for 39% of the 

graduates, about whom there is more informa-
tion). However, fees for entering university exams 

or for the application to become a royal judge 

attest to elitism both in access to the university and 

subsequent careers. In addition, admission to some 

colleges and to degrees (as well as, after graduating, 

admission to royal service) required »purity of 

blood« (i. e., the absence of Jewish or Muslim 

ancestors) and that the candidate’s father and 

grandfather should have had a profissão limpa, that 
is, had not been manual labourers. Given the 

problematic nature of the sources, Estorninho 

wisely decided not to attempt to draw general 

conclusions (74ff.).39

After briefly describing the positions and occu-

pations available to university graduates or even 

to non-graduates (chapter III), Joana Estorninho 

presents the results of her study regarding the 
professional destinations of undergraduates and 

graduates. For 84 of the 141 students who did 

not graduate, she managed to obtain sufficient 

reliable data on their professional destinations. 

Of these, almost half obtained junior jobs in the 

courts (of these, 51% were notaries or scribes), 

especially in district courts; a little more than a 

quarter became tax officers (oficiais da fazenda). 7% 

37 Kagan (1981).
38 On students’ overall regional origins, 

see Fonseca (1992) 547ff. and 
Fonseca (1997).

39 On students’ global social origins,
see Fonseca (1992) 554ff.
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became clergymen or held ecclesiastical benefices, 

9% served in seigneurial or royal administration, 

and the remainder worked in various occupations, 

some for the military, one as a bookseller and 

another as an apothecary (94). The university stud-
ies even of those who did not graduate fulfilled the 

usual requisites for these posts, which were some-

times inherited or obtained as a dowry, by the 

resignation of the former owner40 or were granted 

by royal donation as remuneration for services 

(100). Estorninho also found a few cases of the 

temporary acquisition of serventias, minor offices 

normally of notaries and scribes that were bought 

and sold (103).
Estorninho did, of course, also study the pro-

fessional destinations of canonistas and legistas who 

did graduate (104ff.). The source situation for this 

group is even more problematic, however, since 

many posts in larger ecclesiastical offices and ben-

efices were granted by papal charter and therefore 

not recorded in the royal chancellery. Estorninho 

was thus able to obtain data for only 69 of the 99 
graduates. About 15 who graduated in Canones

followed an ecclesiastical career. The remaining 54, 

who graduated in Canones, Leis or in utroque iure, 

pursued secular careers (as learned judges, advo-

cates in the royal courts, academics, members of 

local government, etc.), mainly in European Por-

tugal, but some also in overseas territories. Some 

10% held posts as notaries that they had been 

granted by the Crown.
In her conclusion, Estorninho highlights, first 

of all, how pursuing legal studies at university, 

irrespective of whether a (and which) degree was 

obtained, was an important factor of social mobi-

lity. Based on the examples she found, she demon-

strates how the prestige of university studies41

facilitated the arrangement of a good marriage, 

including the receipt of a position as dowry that 
suited the groom’s qualification, »Latinity« or the 

basic legal knowledge acquired by attending uni-

versity lectures or participating in the academic 

convivium. Some positions or rewards could also be 

acquired through the support of fellow students or 

one’s professors. The university functioned as an 

environment of socialization in which relations of 

friendship and patronage were established. Taking 

a post in the burgeoning bureaucratic apparatus – 

of the Crown, the Church or at district level – was a 

launch platform for higher things. Through the 

temporary exercise of a post, one could acquire 

ownership of it and use it to access a more profit-
able or important position. The social visibility 

gained in public offices and the opportunity to 

become a patron and to distribute favours (or, on 

the contrary, to persecute and annoy) led to pres-

tige within the community and, thereby, to the 

election to posts in territorial government.

Estorninho further highlights how legal knowl-

edge validated by an academic degree automati-

cally produced power. Holding a doctorate or 
lecturing at the university, exercising a magistracy, 

or acting as advocate (at least in the higher courts) 

actually raised a person to (non-heritable) noble 

status according to the law. Social power arose also 

from the decisive importance that the intervention 

of jurists had in the determination of the law. In an 

uncertain, hermetic and complex legal order, the 

decision-makers’ interpretative leeway was consid-
erable. Due to their hermeneutic authority, the 

opinions of legal scholars at university, in court 

or in the bureaucratic corridors of power was 

immense. In fact, they held the monopoly of legal 

interpretation with an uncontested authority that 

led them to perceive themselves as »priests of the 

law« (sacerdotes iuris).

Apart from these conclusions, which are central 

to a sociological understanding of the body of 
Portuguese jurists in the early modern period, 

Joana Estorninho’s book is of singular importance 

also to the prosopographical study of jurists. Firstly, 

she defines, with rigour, insight and realism, a 

methodology of prosopographical analysis of the 

environment of the group’s formation – the uni-

versity, a place of specialized academic formation 

but above all of socialization, and the platform for 
launching the students’ professional careers. Sec-

ondly, she assesses the existence, reliability, possi-

bilities and limitations of the historical sources, 

identifying the set of sources that can complement 

university records in order to answer the questions 

of the greatest interest for a social history of uni-

versities. Her analysis, based on a small but repre-

sentative sample, serves mainly for this very pur-

40 Officially, the sale of offices was pro-
hibited and thus often concealed be-
hind the previous owner’s »resign-
ing« from the post.

41 On this, see also Oliveira (1997) 
667ff.
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pose, that is, to validate this method. Her inter-

pretion of the results is based on an in-depth 

knowledge of institutional frameworks: (i) the 

organization of academic life in the period under 

study, both according to the statutes of the univer-
sity of Coimbra and to the rules of practice she 

identified from the cases she examined; (ii) the 

access to legal positions – be they ecclesiastical, 

secular or in private administrations – and the 

status and habitus associated with them. The con-

clusions she draws are based on the fullest exploi-

tation of the hermeneutic possibilities of the sour-

ces, while also maintaining due academic caution 

given the fragmentary nature of the available data.
All this turns the book into a methodological 

landmark not only in Portuguese historiography. 

Estorninho’s methods can be used to replicate her 

study for other periods, such as from the last 

quarter of the 16th century until the Pombaline 

university reforms, or even later. The sources and 

their epistemic values remain constant during 

these centuries, as well as some of their limitations. 
The social status and symbolic capital of legal 

careers were relatively constant over time. What 

varied were the social conditions, though those 

changes were only minor.

4 The letrados in Nuno Camarinhas’ works

The body of the magistratos letrados, the univer-
sity-educated royal magistrates, was studied by 

Nuno Camarinhas, and one of its subgroups, the 

desembargadores (high court judges), by José Sub-

til.42

The doctoral thesis of Nuno Miguel Cama-

rinhas, prepared at the École des Hautes Études en 

Sciences Sociales (Paris), is a great prosopographical 

work in which data on the life and career of 
thousands of magistrates administering royal jus-

tice during the 17th and 18th centuries are ana-

lysed.43 Camarinhas’ analysis rests on an impres-

sive source base. He combined the data from 

several books of records of leituras de bacharéis

(the exams of candidates for the royal magistracy) 

conducted by the Desambargo de Paço with those 

from the records of the royal chancelleries con-

cerning the ministros de letras, the monumental 

Memorial de Ministros of Frei Luís de S. Bento 

(1723–1767), the habilitações of the Inquisition, 

the records of the military orders’ chancelleries, 
and many more particular sources. From this 

wealth of information he reconstructed a body of 

individuals for the period from 1620 to 1800. 

The data was also entered into a relational data-

base in a searchable format (37ff.). The total num-

ber of individuals systematically studied – that is, 

the whole group of those who entered royal service 

as learned magistrates during the period from 1620 

to 1800 – amounts to 4513. Camarinhas’ work is 
thus not the analysis of a sample, but rather an 

examination of the entire community of magistra-

dos letrados.

Despite the overwhelming volume of data, Ca-

marinhas’ research does not take only a macro-

perspective; his use of tables and graphs does not 

preclude individual glimpses, charged with person-

alized and qualitative evaluations. He often em-
phasizes single cases, either typical or exceptional, 

letting the picturesque of concrete situations speak. 

Nevertheless, as these case studies are contextual-

ized by an immense mass of other observations, the 

reader is fully aware of the meaning of each case 

analysis, as instantiation of a rule or as deviation, 

something that rarely occurs in works that are 

mainly based on case studies.

In his examination of the nature and geograph-
ical distribution of the royal magistrates’ regional 

origins, Camarinhas (140) found that of those born 

in mainland Portugal, most came from cities and 

larger towns (1639 and 330 individuals, respec-

tively), above all from the three largest cities, which 

were also the locations of the university (Coimbra, 

223 individuals, equivalent to 5%) and of the high 

courts of justice: 945 (21%) from Lisbon, and 199 
(4.5%) from Porto.

Figure 2 maps the royal learned magistrates’ 

origins and shows that most of them came from 

north of the Tagus, which was also more populated 

than the kingdom’s centre or south. However, as 

mentioned above, the districts of Coimbra and 

Lisbon were exceptions in this respect.

42 Several historians have dealt with
this group as part of their researches: 
Carvalho Homem (1985); Carvalho 
Homem (2008); Subtil (2011).
See also the studies of José Viriato 

Capela, including the invaluable
introductions to the several volumes 
of Padre Luís Cardoso’s memórias
paroquiais, which he is preparing
for publication.

43 Published in Portuguese 
(Camarinhas [2010a]) and French 
(Camarinhas [2012]). His unpub-
lished master’s thesis is Camarinhas
(2000a).
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Figure 2: Regional origins of royal magistrates from the Portuguese Kingdom (1620–1800).
Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 138.
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Figure 3, however, shows that the relation be-

tween a town’s population and the number of 

magistrates stemming from it could vary due to 

some variable (ε) that has not been considered. 

Some towns appear very clearly below or above the 

line of regression.

Camarinhas’ research also revealed that the 

number of magistrates originally from Brazil grew 
over the period until they became the second-

largest group (after those from Lisbon) from 

1740 onwards. The likely reasons for this are the 

progressive growth of the Brazilian population and 

the increasing investment of local elites in bureau-

cratic careers in the course of the 18th century.

Regarding the magistrates’ social origins, Ca-

marinhas concluded that the sources were likely to 
contain information regarding the status of parents 

if the latter were jurists, mecânicos (skilled crafts-

men and traders) or military officers. In these cases, 

candidates were likely to refer to a factor favour-

able to them. On the other hand, the Desambargo 

de Paço carrying out the leituras de bacharéis would 

not fail to record a potentially negative social 

origin (such as a father’s or grandfather’s »dirty« 

profession, or Jewish or Muslim ancestry). How-
ever, the information was not necessarily recorded 

if the status of the candidate’s family was unlikely 

to affect their career either in a negative or positive 

way. Due to these imbalances, Camarinhas em-

ployed different statistical tools to process the data. 

What can be said is that, first, c. 13% of the total of 

magistrates were the children of jurists, c. 4% came 

from military families and only c. 0.33% had pa-

rents who were mecânicos – the latter’s admission 

to the magistracy required a special dispensation, 

which the king often granted in return for the 

candidate’s taking an overseas posting. Figure 4 
illustrates the social origins of the candidates 

(where this information is available) who were 

not descended from jurists, military families, or 

mecânicos.
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Overall, this confirms the elitist character of the 

group. As we see in Figure 4, this is not due to a 

preponderance of jurists’ families, but rather be-

cause of the weight of magistrates came from the 

gentry. Descent from a family of jurists did make a 
difference, but not as far as access to the magistracy 

was concerned. Rather, it influenced the level of a 

new magistrate’s first post and sped up his promo-

tion to higher positions. For this reason, when 

repeating this statistical exercise for the senatorial 

group, the desembargadores – as Nuno Camarinhas 

did in his study – the proportion of those de-

scended from lawyers nearly triples (Figure 5).

On the basis of individual case studies, Camari-

nhas was also able to confirm that there were true 

dynasties of jurists: sons of jurists who chose their 

father’s career or daughters who married lawyers 

from other families (151). In some of these cases, 

there were generations in which almost all the 
male children followed the carreira de letras while 

a high percentage of the daughters married letrados

(marked as grey squares in Figure 6).

Camarinhas used narrative sources to investi-

gate the symbolic capital of the group, exploring 

their participation in the liturgies of power: in 

solemn sessions of the opening of cortes, at funerals 

and royal marriages, and in processions (chapter 

3.2.1). He also traced their participation in distin-
guished groups of elite sociability, for example in 

military orders, as familiares of the Inquisition, 

in elite confraternities (incl. misericórdias), and as 

members of the moradias (»houses«) of the Casa 

Real (chapter 3.2.2). The evidence confirms their 

high social reputation, further reinforced by their 

public participation in prestige ceremonies, which 

clearly benefitted their career progression as mag-

istrates. On the other hand, whilst factors such as 
symbolic indignity – blood »infected« by Jewish or 

Muslim ancestry (sangue infecto) or descent from a 

family of mecânicos – supposedly excluded the 

candidate from the royal magistracy, in practice 

(as mentioned above), this principle was often 

mitigated by royal grace, especially regarding sons 

of mecânica families. At most, this social »blemish« 

would slow down a candidate’s promotion or re-

sult in initial postings overseas (such as in India, 
Cape Verde and São Tomé), which were less pop-

ular because of the dangers involved and thus 

avoided by those letrados benefitting from higher 

symbolic capital.

In the chapter on the magistrates’ income and 

wealth (chapter 3.3), Camarinhas relied on yet 

another type of source: wills and inventories avail-

able – if only for a small number of the individuals 
concerned – in the Portuguese National Archives 

of Torre do Tombo or in inquisitorial proceedings. 

Camarinhas’ research makes clear that the magis-

trates’ major source of income was leasing out 

smaller offices (serventias) granted to them by the 

Crown in reward for services. Figure 7 shows the 

respective proportions of the different kinds of 

offices involved.
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Figure 5: Social origins of high court judges
(desembargadores) (1620–1800).
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The study of the letrados’ career profiles (chap-

ter 4) is, in my opinion, the most important part of 

the book. Here, the author departs from the more 

usual questions of the social history of a profession 

to address the »internal model« of the career as an 

autonomous and self-referential device of recruit-

ment, of social, bureaucratic and spatial mobility 

and mental modelling of individuals, according to 

inner logics of organization and specific dynamics 

of the circulation of the personnel.

The magistrates were recruited from among the 

graduates of either faculty, Leis or Canones.44 Most 
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Figure 6: Genealogical tree of the family Sanches Pereira /Almeida do Amaral (1640–1790).
Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 155.

44 According to Fonseca (1997) 537–
539, between 1577 and 1772 the en-
rolments in Canones reached 72% of 

the total university admissions; those 
of Leis 15%. The difference decreased 
when it came to graduates because 

Leis was a less selective course with a 
lower drop-out rate (31%, against 
44% of canonistas).
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came from Canones, but the Crown tried to pro-

mote the candidacy of legistas, whose training in 

secular law might be considered more suitable for 

royal service. Of all candidates undergoing the 

examination for admission to the magistracy, 70% 
had a bachelor’s degree, 4% were doutores, and only 

3% were graduates (licenciados) (243). After obtain-

ing the diploma, candidates were still required to 

serve two years as assistants (tirocínios) in court, 

usually in their city of origin, before being permitt-

ed to attempt the leitura de bacharéis. These two 

years of practice could, however, be replaced by 

two years as a substitute lecturer at the university 

(516, 245). The leitura took place in the Desembargo 
do Paço and comprised an inquiry into the candi-

date’s »purity of blood«, his family’s status and his 

moral conduct (251), along with »reading« a point 

of law drawn randomly before the desembargadores. 

This examination of knowledge symbolically com-

peted with the university and was thus a source 

of conflict between the two institutions (chapter 

4.1.4). Over the period under consideration (1620–
1800), there were 5853 leituras (see Figure 8 for 

their distribution across the period).

As Verney has pointed out, the examination was 

not very strict (see Figure 9). After all phases of the 

examination, including second attempts, less than 

2% of candidates failed. Despite this, the number 

of candidates who passed but did not take up a post 

as royal magistrate was high. Of a total of 5580 

successful candidates between 1620 and 1800, 28% 
(just over 1500 individuals) were never appointed 

to any office of royal justice. From what can be 

inferred, they either entered the religious life, went 

to the bar or into other branches of administration, 

or became teachers of pre-university education.

As Figure 10 shows, the levels of the first posts of 

those who did follow a judicial career (chapter 4.2) 

varied significantly.
After the first appointment, magistrates pro-

gressed in their career through different types of 

posts, as represented in Figure 11.

A typical career began with an appointment to 

a lowest type of entry-level judicature (lugar de 

primeira entrância). Some letrados remained at this 

level in their next posting, others were promoted 

to positions on the second entry level (lugares de 

segunda entrância), which corresponded to posi-
tions in towns that were heading a judicial district 

(comarca).The proportion of letrados who remained 

in positions at these two lower levels was very high. 

Those who reached the high courts moved through 

the institutions according to a specific hierarchy 

among them, culminating in the Casa da Suplica-

ção (as agravistas, the paramount post) and in the 

Desembargo do Paço.

Certain appointments functioned as career 
»shortcuts« or »accelerators«. One of these was 

serving in overseas magistracies, which facilitated 

promotion to high courts (usually, the Relação do 

Porto-Casa do Cível). Many appointments to Brazil 

or to the Atlantic archipelagos were accompanied 

by the promise of a promotion to this Relação. This 

has probably been an important factor in getting 

nominees to accept these positions in the distant 

overseas territories, where they were likely to 
encounter problems of the enforcement of law 

and of judicial authority and were exposed to the 

dangers of travel and diseases. Another shortcut 

was royal favour, which enabled a magistrate to 

overcome statutory obstacles or permitted fast 

promotions – for example as compensation for 

longer pauses or in reward of services to the 

Crown, such as service in newly created posts.
The exercise of these posts was subject to peri-

odic inspections called residências or sindicâncias, 

which investigated the professional and personal 

behaviour of the letrados and were carried out by a 

magistrate of a higher rank. For the period between 

1690 and 1742, records of 4610 residências are 

extant. Probably as a result of the lawyers’ mutual 

solidarity, only 1.1% of cases led to a conviction 

(328ff.). However, the mere existence of the pro-
cedure represented a caveat, possibly reducing the 

likelihood of magistrates breaking rules in either 

their professional or private lives.

The hierarchy of lugares constituted the cursus 

honorum of a judicial career, a set progression 

according to certain rules which could, however, 

be circumvented by »shortcuts« and »accelerators« 

(though these themselves followed certain rules). 
This created not only a hierarchy of positions and 

thus of their holders, however, but also a shared 

structure and shared practices.

Camarinhas’ prosopographical method enabled 

him to identify five different models of career 

progression (chapter 4.4), which he labelled »pe-

ripheral«, »intermediate«, »overseas«, »complete« 

or »vertical«, and finally »superior« careers, respec-

tively. Figure 12 illustrates the percentages of in-
dividuals from his sample who followed the differ-

ent models.

In a »peripheral« career, a magistrate circulated 

only between posts at the county level. These 
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Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 259.
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Figure 10: Distribution of categories of posts (lugares)
for magistrates’ first appointments (1620–1800).

Lugares de primeira entrância: lowest entry level positions;
lugares de segunda entrância: second entry level positions;

lugares de correição ordinária: positions in head towns of comarcas; 
lugares de primeiro banco: positions in important towns, i. e.,
whose representatives sat on the front bench in the cortes.

Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 267.
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careers were relatively short (on average up to nine 

years), and were made up of one to four appoint-

ments as learned county judges (juízes de fora).45

An »intermediate« career meant that magis-

trates reached positions at the slightly higher levels 
of district-level royal administration, above all as 

juízes de fora of important towns, as corregedores, 

provedores or ouvidores (other possible posts in-

cluded military auditor or, later, superintendent). 

They had longer careers (on average about twenty 

years), during which they held three to five ap-

pointments (see Figure 13). Sometimes an individ-

ual’s successive appointments stayed within one 

region (289), though not always that of the mag-
istrate’s origin.

If after holding various district-level posts a 

magistrate was nominated to the high courts (Re-

lações, Desembargo do Paço ou Conselhos), Camari-

nhas speaks of a »complete« (or »vertical«) career.

He chose to treat careers that included one or 

more temporary overseas posting(s) as a distinct 

type (chapter 4.4.2) because serving in such posts 

functioned as a career »accelerator«. As with post-

ings in mainland Portugal, the quality of a mag-
istrate’s performance overseas was assessed by a 

residência at the end of the office holder’s term. 

After the overseas post, many magistrates returned 

to the Portuguese kingdom to an appointment 

in the Relações (courts of appeal). Camarinhas 

found that »overseas« careers had their own inter-

nal geometry (see Figure 14). Particular stations 

functioned as nodes of convergence and distri-

bution, as can be seen in the graph below. Bahia 
and Rio de Janeiro served as such »distribution 

centres« for lugares in Brazil and Angola; whereas 

the Atlantic archipelagos of the Azores and Ma-

deira played this role for magistrates born on the 

islands.

Juiz Conservador
Conservador

Ouvidor da 
Alfândega

Juiz do Tombo

Juiz Conservador de Nação

Ouvidor

Corregedor

Provedor
Juiz de Fora

Auditor Militar

Superintendente

Figure 13: Network of positions of an »intermediate« career.
Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 284.

45 Or as letrados at local criminal courts 
or as juizos dos órfãos.
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Those appointed to overseas positions were 

predominantly born in mainland Portugal (85%). 

Although there are some examples of magistrates 

born in ultramar and holding colonial posts, there 
were no closed »overseas bureaucracies« (with the 

probable exception of the Azores). However, the 

group of magistrates who had what Camarinhas 

labelled an »overseas« career may well have con-

tributed to the formation of a colonial elite. 

Although the intention of the candidates who took 

overseas posts was presumably an eventual ap-

pointment in a metropolitan Relação, more than 

half of those who left their first overseas position 
(some 62%) did not return to the kingdom but 

took further posts in overseas territories, some at 

Relações (16%) but most in local magistracies 

(44%). Figure 15 shows that 14% of those taking 

up posts as desembargadores did so after holding an 

overseas appointment.

Camarinhas called the highest-profile career 

model the »superior« career. Magistrates who fall 
into this category profile were professors (mainly 

in Leis but also in Canones) and were members of 

the royal colleges of S. Pedro and S. Paulo. They 

were appointed to the Casa da Suplicação or Des-

embargo do Paço an average of nine to twelve years 

after they were gained a chair or joined a royal 

college. They served in these courts only whilst on 

vacation from their academic functions. Despite 

their academic merits, however, until 1793 these 
candidates also had to take an exam in the Desem-

bargo do Paço. These senatorial appointments were 

sought after not only due to the higher salaries 

offered, but also as an alternative career step by 
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Figure 14: Network of overseas positions.
Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 299.
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candidates who had failed to rise to a higher-level 

university chair.

Prosopographical data also provide insights in-

to the group’s income, which consisted of a salary 

and emoluments (see Figure 16). The incomes of 

overseas magistrates were higher at each level. 

The members of the great palatine councils were 
the best paid, with the president of the Desembargo 

do Paço receiving 560 000 reis annually (at the end 

of the period studied; in the second half of the 

18th century, his pay reached 3 200 000 reis).46

The perhaps most innovative aspect of Nuno 

Camarinhas’ work is the analysis of patterns of 

career progression. His study, focused on the ob-

jective organisational logics of a bureaucratic ca-

reer – something that was new at the time, though 
it had overtones of the ancient Roman cursus 

honorum. It reveals a regulated sequence of posi-

tions with established processes of passage from 

one to another, that is, proceeding from dealing 

with minor cases to major ones, from more ele-

mentary to more sophisticated degrees, from mod-

46 Approximately 1400 ducados, in a 
European standard. On university 
salaries, see Fonseca (1992) 519ff.
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Figure 15: Distribution of categories of posts immediately 
preceding appointment as a high court judge (1620–1800).

Source: Camarinhas (2010a) 289.
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est to more substantial payments, from territorial 

peripheries to the centre.

These structures shaping the careers of royal 

magistrates have consequences on several levels. 

They correspond to a hierarchy of legal matters 
and, moreover, of the political-administrative rele-

vance of positions; a geographical hierarchy, by 

defining careers as more or less peripheral in 

relation to the centre; a hierarchy of the magis-

trates themselves, who served on different levels of 

judicial administration; a hierarchy of legal knowl-

edge, classifying it into degrees of education that 

were more or less important in terms of power. 

And, finally, it shows a state organized as a pyr-
amid, with a single vertical axis that defines the 

political importance of situations of life, focusing 

the territory on a centre that spreads knowledge 

and which generates revenue to the agents, accord-

ing to the rule: the more important, the closer to 

the centre.

Recently, Nuno Camarinhas published an edi-

tion of a truly monumental source for the proso-
pography of jurists, the Memorial de Ministros.47

This set of nine codices of c. 400 pages each con-

tains a huge collection of biographies of »minis-

ters«, and was intended to cover all the judges who 

had served the Portuguese Crown from its founda-

tion to the time of writing. It was compiled over 

the course of the 18th century by two Benedictine 

monks, Frei Luís de São Bento and Frei António 

Soares. São Bento started the Memorial, working 
on it between 1723 and 1767, and Soares com-

pleted it at the beginning of the 19th century. 

The Memorial is the result of decades of research 

in registries and archives and of the collection of 

information through an extensive network of cor-

respondents (magistrates, notaries, members of the 

military, judicial clerks and scholars). In addition, 

the compilers did extensive research in the histor-
ical, biographical, bibliographical, genealogical 

and chorographical literature in their monastery’s 

rich library. The Memorial is composed of individ-

ual entries on each magistrate, including informa-

tion on his name, birthplace, family, and a short 

biography, including academic training, exams in 

the Desembargo do Paço, career progression, mar-

riage and children, ending with an overall evalua-

tion of the magistrate, generally positive. It lists 

a total of 6684 judges from the Restoration of 

Independence in 1640 to the beginning of the 

19th century.

At the same time, Frei Luís de São Bento 
worked on an atlas of posts held by these learned 

magistrates (which he completed in 1756 and 

revised in 1760), in which he lists the correspond-

ing jurisdictions by province and comarca, with a 

succinct description of each office (though there 

are some gaps).

5 The world of the elite magistrates 
(desembargadores)

The Dicionário dos desembargadores (1640–

1834),48 edited by José Subtil, contains biograph-

ical data from 1912 judges from the high courts of 

both the Portuguese kingdom and the overseas 

territories (Desembargo do Paço, Casa da Suplica-

ção, Casa do Cível, and the Relações of Goa, Baía and 
Rio de Janeiro). The great majority of the judges 

included (1763) are from the period of the corpo-

rate monarchy, and only 149 from the liberal 

period. Of course, the Dicionário includes only a 

part of the desembargadores and of those bachelors 

who »read« in the Desembargo do Paço before 

applying for suitable lugares de letras afterwards.

Each entry includes the name used by the judge, 

his academic qualifications, date of birth, geo-
graphical origin, the names and origins of his 

parents and grandparents, the offices he held, royal 

favours he received, and other observations. The 

data were collected from archival sources (the 

records of the royal chancellery, the Registo Geral 

das Mercês, and the records of the leituras de 

bacharéis) and the Memorial de Ministros.

Apart from enabling us to study the social and 
geographical origins of the high court judges 

and their careers, the data also reveal the stand-

ing and role of desembargadores among the letrados

as a whole and even in relation to other, political 

positions within royal government and adminis-

tration. As the judges listed in the dictionary 

include those who pursued a career in the over-

seas territories, it also makes it possible to study 

47 Camarinhas (2017).
48 Subtil (2010a).
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the role of ultramar in the administration of the 

realm.

Using these data and others from previous 

studies on the letrados, Nuno Camarinhas in his 

introductory article to the Dicionário provides an 
interesting statistical analysis of the personnel at 

the highest level of the Portuguese empire’s jus-

tice.49 Regarding the desembargadores’ social back-

ground, he found the elitism of the letrados that his 

previous studies had suggested, confirmed. This 

was particularly true regarding the frequency of 

high court judges coming from families from the 

social elites (60% of those of identifiable origin): 

5% were the sons of wealthy merchants, 19% of 
lawyers, and 24% of military officers. Camarinhas 

also confirms the very low number of desembarga-

dores with a mecânico origin (1%). This is perhaps 

unsurprising given the exclusions imposed on this 

marginalized group in entering university and, 

later, in applying to take the leitura de bacharéis

(17). Noticeable is the statistical significance of the 

sons of jurists in the appointments for lugares de 
letras of higher distinction (judges in terras de 

primeiro banco50), corregedores, ouvidores, provedores

and desembargadores. In the case of the latter, how-

ever, the social elitism is somewhat tempered by 

the importance of academic merit for obtaining 

the position.

As for the desembargadores’ regional origins, they 

also clearly concentrated in the main urban centres 

– Lisbon, Porto and Coimbra. Nevertheless, a 
significant number of high court judges came from 

the overseas territories, most notably Brazil (5%, 

but only 1.5% from the Atlantic Islands).

Camarinhas’ conclusions about the career ma-

trix that led to the high courts are particularly 

interesting. Serving as a desembargador was a dis-

tinction obtained late in a judge’s career, usually 

his third or fourth post, because magistrates were 
supposed to have previously served at a court in a 

minor town, then in a comarca’s head town and 

subsequently in a corregedoria, provedoria or ouvi-

doria. Between 1640 and 1820, achieving an ap-

pointment to a position as desembargador occurred 

even later as the average age for appointees rose to 

50 (21). On the other hand, the opening of more 

overseas posts as juízes de fora, learned ouvidores

and desembargadores gave a new impetus to these 

careers.

Figure 17 illustrates the relations between dif-

ferent lugares de letras as steps of a judicial career 

towards appointment as a high court judge. Types 
of positions are represented by points. Their re-

spective proximity or distance and the thickness of 

the connecting line indicate how often they were 

consecutive steps in the careers of the desembarga-

dores studied. The figure clearly shows that the 

positions most closely related to that of desembar-

gador were juiz de fora, corregedor and ouvidor, 

although there were also other posts from which 

judges progressed to the high courts, if less fre-
quently. It also confirms that an overseas career de 

letras did not necessarily lead to overseas Relações, 

but could also result in promotion to metropolitan 

posts.

Applying the same method of representation to 

the relation between positions in the metropolis 

and those overseas, Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the 

geographical paths along which the magistrates 
circulated.

In Figure 18, we can see very clearly how the 

Relação do Porto was the central hub of the con-

stellation of overseas positions. It also shows that 

the Atlantic archipelagos, India, and Brazil consti-

tuted entirely separate career spaces. There was no 

circulation of letrados between the different over-

seas territories. As Figure 19 shows, the key centre 

in Brazil was the Relação of Baía. Positions in India 
were very unpopular because of the length and 

risks of voyage and thus often staffed with candi-

dates with little experience and or otherwise less 

distinguished careers.

Figure 20 illustrates the place of Relações in the 

system of the judicial high councils of the mon-

archy. It shows the centrality of the high courts of 

justice amidst the other councils of state (Conselhos 
de Graça, de Governo and da Fazenda; however, the 

War Council does not appear) and, therefore, the 

centrality of »justice« in the system of ruling the 

corporate monarchy. This fact further reinforced 

the judges’ self-image – developed at the university 

and further reinforced by the exclusive character of 

the group – of an elite destined for the exercise of 

power on the basis of its social excellence and of its 

49 Camarinhas (2010b).
50 Towns whose procurators sat on the 

front bench in the sessions of the 
cortes.
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academic formation that had provided them with a 

singular ability to assure a just order in the Portu-

guese monarchy.

In the conclusion of his survey of the desembar-

gadores in the liberal period, José Subtil notes the 
continuity of this elitist matrix of the senatorial 

group.51 The fact that their distinction combined 

social excellence with academic authority caused 

the group to successfully weather the turbulence of 

the Enlightenment and then of Liberalism. In fact, 

this elite was even able to consolidate its power 

during these periods. As the emerging secularism 

began to erode the prestige of theologians, they 
came to be regarded as the holders of the most 

valid knowledge on government and the temporal 

order more generally. It was from within this 

group that the Pombaline and post-Pombaline 

political personnel was recruited. Although the 

magistrates’ public image was often negative and 

they were the target of the most radical reformers’ 

criticism, they continued to be heavily represented 

also in the ruling circles of the new regime after the 

revolution of 1820.

From the point of view of their family origin, 

there is a marked endogamy of the group. Whereas 

between 1750 and 1826, 42% of desembargadores
held a doctoral degree, of the 149 appointed 

between 1820 and 1834 (at the average age of 52) 

(45), only 12% entered on the basis of such aca-

demic merits (47). Descent from a family linked to 

the legal professions continued to represent a 

strong asset: nearly half of the judges came from 

families of lawyers. On the other hand, only 1% 

descended from the »titular« nobility (that is, were 
born noble), although 17% were eventually raised 

to noble status (47). Camarinhas’ edition of the 

Dicionário is an invaluable resource for prosopo-

graphical studies, both due to the amount of 

information gathered and to the uniformity of 

the criteria applied during its collection.

51 Subtil (2010b) 55.
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Figure 17: Career paths preceding appointment as desembargador.
Juiz de Fora (1) and (2): county judges in lugares de primeira and segunda entrância, respectively;
CO = correição ordinária; PB = primeiro banco; Ultr = ultramar. Source: Camarinhas (2010b) 24.
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6 The database Storia Iurisprudentiae

Lusitaniae Antiquae

The Storia Iurisprudentiae Lusitaniae Antiquae

(S.I.L.A.) database was assembled between the late 

1980s and c. 2001. It focuses on authors of doc-

trinal legal works writing between the 16th century 

and the first quarter of the 19th century, who either 

were Portuguese or with significant connection to 

the Portuguese academic environment.52 Authors 

were included irrespective of whether their works 
were printed or not, are lost or still extant. Even if 

their authorship could not be ascertained, manu-

script works of an academic nature on juridical 

matters (such as notes and texts of lições, relectiones, 

repetitiones), commentaries, short treatises, diction-

aries, collections of decisiones or allegationes) were 

included.

The researchers analysed these jurists’ »doctrinal 
production«, which they defined as original texts of 

a legal nature in manuscript or print which were 

not simply isolated procedural pieces. However, 

certain court documents, such as alegações, opin-

ions (consultations) or decisions were also entered 

if they appeared as autonomous works (in either 

manuscript or printed form) or had been included 

in collections. In order to identify an author’s type 
of literary activity, his other works were also regis-

tered, even if these were on non-legal themes.

The collection of information began with the 

Biblioteca Lusitana of Diogo Barbosa Machado.53

Starting from those authors listed as jurists in the 

52 The data collection and initial treat-
ment was done between 1997 and 
2005 by a team of undergraduate and 
master’s students from the Depart-
ment of History of the Faculdade de 
Ciências Sociais e Humanas, Univer-
sidade Nova de Lisboa, under my 

direction. The following collaborated 
in the collection and processing of 
data: André Belo, Carla Araújo, Ca-
tarina Madeira Santos, Joana Estor-
ninho, José Miguel Sardica, Luís Nu-
no Rodrigues, Margarida Melo, Nu-
no Camarinhas, Paulo Girão, Paulo 

Matos, Rui Tavares and Sandra Mon-
teiro.The first revision of the data was 
done by Joana Estorninho and Paulo 
Matos. The project was supported
by INIC / FCT and the Comissão dos 
Descobrimentos.

53 Barbosa Machado (1741–1759).
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Figure 20: Network of the main posts of desembargadores in the polysynodal system of the monarchy.
Source: Camarinhas (2010b) 35.
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Biblioteca’s index, further writers were then added 

according to the criteria of the database. The 

information was subsequently augmented using 

other sources. The database is a rich source of 

information on manuscript texts (with or without 
a named author) dealing with legal doctrine. In 

general, they are manuscripts of an academic na-

ture that exist by the hundreds in Portuguese 

libraries, mostly in the University Library of Coim-

bra, but also in the National Library of Lisbon, in 

the library of the University of Evora (a former 

Jesuit university) and in the Biblioteca da Ajuda 

(the former royal library).54 Other works of a 

bibliographical and historical nature were also 
consulted.

The biographical information was supplement-

ed by the systematic consultation of the books of 

the royal chancelleries and military orders and the 

records of the habilitações of the Inquisition (all in 

the National Archives Torre do Tombo), as well as 

the academic records of professors and students 

kept in the archives of the University of Coimbra. 
In the case of royal chancelleries, the material 

collected still needs to be revised due to problems 

created by homonymy.

Figure 21 shows the distribution of the c. 1400 

authors currently registered in the database over 

the centuries covered (according to year of birth).

Altogether, the writings registered in the data-

base constitute the bulk of the doctrinal produc-

tion of Portuguese jurists from the 16th to the early 
19th centuries. Of the total of 8235 texts recorded, 

approximately a quarter are anonymous or of 

uncertain authorship. The texts deal with mostly 

legal subjects (c. 73% of the total), although jurists 

also wrote on some neighbouring themes, such as 

philosophy, historical geography, theology etc.

Figure 22 shows the distribution of the 6620 

juridical works across the major topics of law, 

according to the works’ titles. The themes of canon 

law and procedural law (in utroque iure) predom-

inate, while contracts, family and succession law, as 

well as what we would today call the »general part« 

of obligations law, stand out among the themes of 

substantive secular law. It should be noted that 
these values are approximate because it is not 

always certain that the title of the work corre-

sponds to the subjects treated. In fact, most of 

the titles refer to texts of ius commune and, as is well 

known, the authors often dealt, in relation to a 

text, with matters that did not necessarily match 

the epigraph of the source mentioned. Further-

more, the classifications of the various branches of 

law that we use today were not those adopted three 
hundred years ago and they often seem quite 

arbitrary.55 Each of these broader categories covers 

a variety of specific topics. »General issues«, for 

example, include themes such as justice and law, 

sources of law, interpretation, and rules of law. In 

canon law, subjects that stood out included the 

status of the clergy, the regimes of the bishops and 

other dignitaries, benefices (praebendae), ecclesias-

54 Information from the following 
sources has already been included: 
the manuscript catalogues of the
Secção de Reservados of the Biblioteca 
Nacional de Lisboa, the Catálogos
dos manuscritos da Universidade de 
Coimbra (Coimbra, several volumes), 
the same library’s Catálogo das misce-
lâneas (Coimbra, several volumes, 
1967–1984), the Catalogo dos manu-
scriptos da Bibliotheca Publica Eborense
(ed. Joaquim Heliodoro da Cunha 
Rivara, Lisboa, Imprensa Nacional, 

1850–1871), Nicolás Antonio’s Bi-
blioteca Hispana nova (sive Hispanorum 
scriptorum qui ab anno 1500 ad 1584 
floruere notitia) (Madrid, 1783–1788) 
and the catalogues of the Biblioteca 
da Ajuda. The following possibly rel-
evant bodies of documentation have 
not yet been examined: the Biblioteca 
da Academia das Ciências (Catálogo 
de manuscritos: série vermelha, Publi-
cações do II Centenário da Academia 
das Ciências de Lisboa, 1978, 2 vols. 
(http://www.acad-ciencias.pt/acade

mia/biblioteca-fundos-documentais), 
Catálogo de Manuscritos. Série Azul
(http://www.acad-ciencias.pt/docu
ment-uploads/8737551_catalogo-
ma.pdf), the Biblioteca Municipal
do Porto, the Biblioteca de Mafra, the 
Biblioteca Municipal de Braga and 
the Biblioteca Nacional do Rio de 
Janeiro.

55 See Hespanha (2015), above all 
chapter 1.1.8.
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tical offices and their election, and ecclesiastical 

jurisdictions at the various levels. Themes on pro-

cedural law include matters such as court compe-

tence, judges’ powers, evidence law, procedural 

incidents and exceptions, sentencing and res iudi-
cata, appeals. In contract law, the general ques-

tions discussed concerned covenants and con-

tracts, terms of contract, »vices of the will« (espe-

cially coercion), guarantees (particularly pledges), 

payment, and nullity (restitutiones in integrum). 

Among the particular types of contracts discussed 

were sale, exchange, lease of things and services, 

loan and usury. In inheritance law, questions re-
garding wills, legacies and trusts, the appointment 

and status of heirs, succession ab intestato, substi-

tutions and morgados (entailed estates) were fre-

quently discussed. In family law, the issues occur-

ring most often in the texts were betrothal, mar-

riage and parentage. Regarding property rights, 

issues of ownership and emphyteusis were prior-

ities. Of the questions relating to the quality of 

persons, the most popular themes concerned the 
status of women and slaves. In the law we call 

»political« (pertaining to the city), the questions of 

royal succession and of seigneurial domains and 

titles stand out. In criminal matters, many texts 

discussed religious crimes, such as heresy, simony 

and adultery.

The data concerning authors are diverse. In the 

database – currently including 22 193 records – the 

proportion of various types of data is as shown in 
Figure 23.
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The information that can be dated is distributed 

chronologically as follows (Figure 24).

As we see, the great mass of the information 

relates to the period between the last quarter of the 
16th century and the first half of the 18th century. 

Before and after these dates, the smallest number of 

occurrences points to a lower integrity (or com-

pleteness) of the records collected in the database.

At the moment, the S.I.L.A. database is being 

prepared to be made publicly available. This in-

cludes correction and verification processes, the-

matic indexing and the creation of a user-friendly 
query platform. At this stage, the preliminary data-

base can already be used, but with the proviso that 

it is a work still in progress. Nevertheless, the 

collected data already renders productive results. 

My recent article on legal authors and legal writ-

ings in Coimbra’s academy in the transition from 

16th to 17th centuries is essentially based on the 

retrieval and exploration of data from S.I.L.A.56

7 Conclusion

The prosopographical works described here 

have produced an immense amount of data, prob-
ably more than 50 000 bits of information. Almost 

all of this documentation, even if initially pub-

lished in printed form, also exists in digital format. 

What is missing so far is the integration of these 

databases in order to allow them to be crossed and 

combined.

Furthermore, some – if not all – of the original 

databases can be extended. This is particularly true 
of those relating to students, where the study done 

by Joana Estorninho could be replicated for other 

chronological periods. S.I.L.A. can also be updated 

as new data appear – in particular, by adding the 

information from other libraries and archives yet 

to be exploited.

The prosopography of Portuguese learned ju-

rists can be a particularly interesting area of re-

search. Because Portugal had only one university 
with faculties of law at which therefore all the 

56 Hespanha (2019b).
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letrados were educated, the group forms a manage-

able research universe. Furthermore, Coimbra’s 

university archives are in good condition, preserv-

ing a huge range of documentation on the practice 

of teaching law. Hundreds of texts of lectures still 
exist, dating from the mid-16th to the end of the 

18th centuries, showing the themes that the aca-

demic community discussed.57 In addition, with 

the overseas expansion, this group of jurists ex-

panded also to territories outside Europe, working 

in the high courts of Goa, Bahia and Rio de 

Janeiro, and in dozens of positions all over Brazil, 

Africa and Southern Asia.58 In many towns in, 

even outside the boundaries of the Portuguese 

»empire«, notaries – many of them probably law 

students who had failed to obtain a degree – kept 
using Portuguese legal formulae. The world of the 

Portuguese jurists thus also had an impact beyond 

the judges’ proper sphere.59
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